
Napkin clip with punch figure "Chicken"
Instructions No. 1430
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 10 Minutes

Are you looking for Easter napkin clasps that look extraordinary without having to be a professional folder at Napkins ? Then the wooden
clip with the punching figure "chicken" is exactly the right thing for you!

Enjoy the great crafting fun with motif punching!

The body of the chicken is punched from a Craft Punch "circle" with Ø 7.5
cm. To give the chicken the oval shape, simply punch the circle a second
time. 

The wings are each made from a circle Ø 5 cm, again punched on one side
with a toothed circle in 5 cm. Chicken claws are an excellent choice for the
Craft Punch XXL snowflake (individual rays of the snowflake are each a
chicken claw). 

For the comb use the punch "Retro Flower", 2,5 cm The eyes of the chicken
are cut by hand as circles of approx. Ø 1 cm from white Craft cardboard
sheet (let Stencil help you). The beak is also cut out by hand. You can also
use part of a 2.8 cm circle to make the beak. The red crop of the chicken is
made from a 1.6 cm heart. Glue the chicken together, use a white Fineliners
outline to accentuate the crafting. Simply draw the pupils of the eyes with a
black pencil 

Stick the finished chicken on a clothespin and clip it to Napkin .

Discover more craft ideas with Paper punching figures

Cutting figures from Paper are always very decorative 

Theinstruction 1410 tea light glasses with paper punch figures can also be
produced in a short time

Article number Article name Qty
502221 Photo cardboard block 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/tealight-jars-with-paper-punch-figures-t1574/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/tealight-jars-with-paper-punch-figures-t1574/


12154 VBS Craft Punch XXL "Snowflakes" 1
760935-01 edding 780 "gloss paint marker"Black 1
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